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Life’s a Beach 
And then you live1 

 

A personal picture diary  
 
Before a snowflake forms it needs something on which to nucleate – a speck of dust, a pollen 
grain. The expression “to draw a line in the sand” was the occasion that caused a nucleation 
of my thoughts about gaining control of my life as I know it thus far. 
 
Imagine you’re on the beach, the sun is warm and there’s a gentle breeze. You have made a 
whole city of sand castles; some big ones, some small ones, some more intricate than others 
and of different colours – you’re very proud of them. 
 
So much of our life is spent maintaining our sand castles, spraying water on them to keep 
them intact, re-colouring them, adding to them and protecting them from the inevitable 
disintegration caused by the warm sun and the gentle wind which dries the sand and blows it 
away. 
 
We live our lives like the auditor [sorry auditors!] – walking backwards into the future 
looking down a long dark tube at what has gone and reporting about how it should have been. 
We work hard to preserve what was there, unable to separate heritage from tradition [heritage 
is what we stand for, tradition is the way we’ve always done things; reported by a 
commentator as “tradition is what we resort to when we don’t have the time or the money to 
do it right”]. We grow up with all the tools and systems to anchor ourselves firmly in the past. 
 
So here I am, standing with my heels against the line in the sand, living life looking 
backwards and seeing it represented by slowly crumbling sand castles. I am supported by 
friends, family and advisors who will point out relevant sand castles and advise which to look 
after, ensuring I stay in the past. 
 
Sometimes with help, I was able to decide which sand castles to repair or refurbish [looking 
good, not looking bad], which to build ever stronger [my rackets], which special ones to care 
for [my strong suits], which are smarter than those of other people [making others 
wrong/always being right], which ones remind me of how good this city of sand is [spectating, 
not playing] and those which have such amazing intricacy that they won’t or can’t be 
repeated [fear of progress in case of failure] 
 
All the time we maintain the past as the future by not allowing the warm sun and the gentle 
breeze to play their part in helping us become, and remain, truly healthy, happy and fulfilled.  
 
And, the unsettling thing is that, I have built most of these sand castles for someone else –
employers, friends, adversaries, people who have – in the past – caused me to be the way I 
am. I have been living to someone else’s standards and ideals, not to my own values and 
principles. I have been disempowered and constrained when I should be enabled and 
passionate - so why am I maintaining this unsatisfactory state of affairs for someone else? 
 
 

                                                
1 Altered from ‘Life’s a bitch and then you die’ –  the title of a song 
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And how much better to turn around – where there’s an empty beach! It has golden sand, is 
warmed by the sun and refreshed by the breeze. I can choose to do whatever I want – build a 
new sandcastle, swim in the river, fish, fly to the moon or climb the cliff face [but more of 
that later]; I am beginning to choose my own future and my own life. 
 
Looking over my shoulder, I start to clear away the past, appreciate others and acknowledge 
what they have done for me; letting go of what ought to have been.  
 
In this way the sandcastles of the past are allowed to crumble in the warm sun and balmy air, 
so that in time they will become indistinguishable from the sand on the beach; this is when I 
reach completion. The wrench is to let them go, turn round, look forward and make new 
choices; yet the more I do it the better I get at it – and the healthier and happier I become. 
 
Moving forward does not negate the personality, values, qualities and skills learned on the 
way, all that has happened is that these have been unshackled, to be used again and again, and 
to be added to as I build anew, standing on this empty beach. I can become whatever I want. 
 
As I dance towards my new choice; as if no-one is watching; I am beginning to feel my 
authentic self, and begin to experience the context in which this authenticity can now be 
realised, yet that is now in the past and I cannot control the future – help.  
 
So I move to the next transformation. And now new realisations become possible as I change 
the ‘now’ context in which I live – I will identify new possibilities simply as a result of 
‘being there’; and then move towards them. It’s continuous and I will never arrive. 
 
 
But what about the others?  
 
I’m not alone, there are other people building their own cities on sand, in their own world and 
in their own way. Some rooted in the past, some prepared to turn round and move forward.  
 
Is this why, when we declare something – if only to ourselves, we find others to support us in 
pursuit of our ‘Big Hairy Audacious Goal [BHAG]? – or who will welcome our support in 
helping them to achieve theirs [synchronicity?].  
 
Communications mysteriously open up between like-minded people with no intervention or 
prompting, it’s as if our means of communication has moved from dial-up to broadband – a 
natural and open conduit in both directions without criticism or blockage. 
 
Is it at this point that we realise the only person stopping us achieving something is actually 
ourselves? And how wonderful are these opportunities to make a difference with other human 
beings? 
 
The spiritualists comment that we are put into each others’ lives for a purpose; the difficult 
bit is in understanding what that purpose is – although in some cases, some of the purpose 
does becomes evident later.  
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In group studies [FIRO2] this might represent inclusion – working together towards a 
common goal which we all subscribe to. So if we are given purpose for one another [as 
opposed to interfering or controlling], surely the way to release that purpose and energy is to 
be absolutely open and honest, share the future and put the past behind. If we cover things up 
don’t we make engagement and support more difficult because people can’t be enrolled and 
can’t see and feel the chosen goal and what it means.  
 
FIRO responsibility – able to make decisions without the need to refer to others, as these 
decisions will be right if we all connect to the same common goal; authority with 
responsibility; as well as sharing our choices for the future and gaining others’ enrolment, we 
will share and develop values, skills and qualities to help grow and strengthen each other as 
well as getting their mutual support to achieve our own ambitions.  
 
FIRO openness – where comments are taken in a positive light and not as criticism ‘I don’t 
think this will work’ is taken not as a put-down, but as an opportunity to open dialogue and 
identify new options. It mirrors the power of ‘no’ where the rejection is of the idea, not of the 
individual. Yet when ‘no’ is a point on the road to achievement it will, in time, lead to a ‘yes’. 
 
 
The energy to achieve 
 
John Kay, an economist, comments that we are at our best when we are doing what we 
naturally do well – rather than what we are better at then others. What this means is that I 
may be excellent at something but if my passion lies elsewhere my only satisfaction is from 
continual [and tiring] competition – examine some politicians and senior managers.  
 
By realising where I am naturally gifted and passionate I already have the strands to pull me 
forward, strands that may come from family, belief, love, aptitude, fascination or any number 
of sources. By identifying and recognising these strands I can follow them, draw them 
towards me, strengthen them and in turn get stronger and more passionate as I move myself 
towards a chosen goal.  
 
My reason for being has moved from competing with others, or working for others, to 
choosing my own path, developing myself and taking others with me. A point at which work, 
relaxation and pleasure become indistinguishable – as I am drawing strength, passion and 
inspiration from all of them as I move to my goal in life 
 
 
Today 
 
Today I have chosen to scale the cliff face; I can identify the place I feel drawn to and which 
will feel right and be fulfilled at the end of the climb – a place where I will be uplifted and 
complete.  
 
The strands are in place to take me there and keep me safe. I have enrolled others and we can 
now begin the adventure. 
 
 

                                                
2 A system of understanding each other and how to work together, developed by Will Schutz 
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We will end the climb by emerging from a crevice which we will have reached from the 
ledge following the scramble at the end of the beach. We know to take so much water, food, 
rope and what shoes to wear. 
 
We set off, and I’m leading. There is a stream flowing across the beach which we hadn’t 
spotted as it is behind a dune, we need to make a detour – our adventure faces breakdown; 
how easy to lose sight of the vision and go somewhere easier, or superficially more attractive. 
My challenge is to recognise that this is simply a minor hindrance and to get back on track – 
not losing the strength of the strands that bind me to my chosen destination.  
 
Some may prefer the alternative goal and leave the party, different people may be in 
synchronicity and choose to join us – the team is flexible, each taking and giving according to 
their choices, possibilities and aspirations. 
 
Later in the climb we are diverted again, by a bird which feels threatened, and attacks us – 
another detour, another breakdown, another opportunity to lose sight of the goal, another 
opportunity to gain and lose team members. I recognise this as a temporary interruption and 
can readily get back on track; and each time I beat the distraction I get better at maintaining 
my commitment to my chosen goal. 
 
We arrive at our chosen point, which feels great. I look forward again. There is a new joy in 
that this is, in climbing terms, a ‘false summit’; there are new possibilities for fulfilment and 
a new choice to be made. 
 
Nothing now is too big or too daunting. I am unstoppable. I am creating space and enrolling 
others in it. Life is good and my life is my own – yet supported by others. 
 
 
Moving forward 
 
It is axiomatic that we cannot enrol others in our pasts – as these have crumbled; we can only 
amuse others with what has been. We can, however, enrol and inspire others in our choices 
and possibilities for the future, to relish the possibility of a very satisfying journey together, 
building on the positive learning from the past, drawn forward by our strands of coincidence 
and opportunities for adventure. 
 
 
 
Steve Mullins 
 
 
 
 


